
AB7800
Enterprise SWITCH Mixed 
Bill Value Counter

Two-
Pocket 
Model 

5 Counterfeit & Security Features
Our value counters come equipped with 5 possible ways to scan for suspicious bills to give 
your bottom-line extra layers of protection. The AB7800 has all 5 of these: Ultraviolet (UV), 
Magnetic Ink (MG), Magnetic Thread (MT), Infrared (IR), and Dimension Detection (DD). With 
the AB7800, you’ll be maximally protected against the latest tactics used by counterfeiters.

6 Operating Functions - Counts & Sorts Mixed Bills
The AB7800 is a mixed denomination value counter, meaning it can Count a stack of mixed 
value bills, Sort them, and provide a total value for the bills counted (Mix). It also enables 
you to have a detailed breakdown of totals by denomination.

Additional Operating Modes:
• Face: Sorts bills by which way they are facing (Face Up or Face Down)
• Orientation: Sorts bills by direction (Upside-Down or Right-Side Up)
• Dispense: Dispense up to a specific Value

Built-in Printer

Two-Pocket Model
As the bills pass through the equipment, The 
AB7800 uses five methods to detect 
counterfeit bills during the counting operation. 
If a counterfeit is detected the unit 
automatically sends the suspicious bills to the 
rejection pocket, allowing for a smooth and 
continuous counting operation

As each bill is counted, the AB7800 captures 
each individual serial number.

While most other bill counters offer 
compatibility with a separate printer, the 
AB7800 comes with a built-in printer. Easily 
and instantly print all the counting details or 
complete list of serial numbers for each user.

Captures Serial Numbers with Built-in Printer
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PC Connection & ABCashRoom Integration
The AB7800 makes it easy and simple to connect to your 
PC via USB cable. By connecting the unit to your PC, you 
can then export all the details of each count using 
our ABCashRoom software application (sold separately). 
This will give you the ability to see a breakdown of counts 
in real-time, save each count, and export as a PDF and 
print. With serial number recognition, you can improve 
your reporting and protect your bottom line.

AB7800
Enterprise SWITCH Mixed 
Bill Value Counter

Dual User Operation
The AB7800 comes built with dual user capabilities, meaning separate settings can be 
configured & saved under each and can be switched between users at the press of a button. 
This feature allows two operators to work with the same equipment saving time, money, 
and space.

USD & EUR Serial Number Recognition
As a value counter, the AB7800 comes preprogrammed with currency detection capabilities 
for US Dollars (USD) and Euro (EUR). The AB7800 generates detailed reports with your 
currency of choice listed on the easy-to-read LCD touchscreen. The AB7800 is 
preprogrammed for USD & EUR to capture and report serial numbers and calculate the total 
value of the bills. For non-currency items, the AB7800 can count other international 
currencies as well as vouchers and coupons.

3-Year Hassle-Free Warranty
We pride ourselves on the fact that AccuBANKER products are built 
to last more than anyone else in the industry. We take our 
commitment even further with our free 3-Year Hassle-Free 
Warranty with the purchase of any AccuBANKER product. 
AccuBANKER’s warranty process is simple! We will always try to help 
solve any issues we can via email, live chat, or phone; but if for some 
reason we are not able to, we will provide you with different options 
and the necessary steps to obtain service.
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